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In this work, we consider the incorporation of several extended models into the multi-component multi-phase

lattice-Boltzmann method. More realistic equations of state, mid-range interactions and multiple relaxation

time model are added into the Shan-Chen pseudo-potential model. The details of validation of our results, for

water-air realistic fluids, are presented.
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1. Introduction

Various  applications  need  a  precise  control  of

surface wettability, which can be granted through

chemical  or  topographic  texturing.  We  discuss  a

numerical  code,  based  on  lattice-Boltzmann

method,  to  simulate  water  droplet  sprawling  on

topographically textured surfaces.  The purpose of

the numerical model is to works with high density

ratios up to O(1000), as water-air interactions.

2. Original numerical code

- Generalized Boltzmann equation
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- Numerical Scheme

Lattice-Boltzmann method was applied with BGK

approximation  (Bhatnagar  Gross  Krook  collision

operator).  Interactions  between  multi-components

and  multi-phases  were  incorporated  through  the

Shan-Chen pseudo-potential model [1]. According

to  Shan-Chen  interactiojen  forces  scheme,

adhesion force depends on the fluid-solid adhesion

potential, and was define to respect the theoretical

Young contact  angle  θ,  like proposed by Martys-

Chen and Sukop works.

- Boundary conditions 

We  used  bounce-back  boundary  condition  with

solid surfaces  and periodic boundary at  limits of

the lattice domain.

- Limits

In  this  state,  the  numerical  model  limits  density

ratio.  Some  upgrade  were  needed  to  simulate

wetting with physically consistent fluids.

3. Model enhancement

- Equations of state

We choose to add complex equations of state for

our fluids using Yuan-Schaefer approach [2].

- Mid-range interaction

Local  particle  interaction  forces  now  take  in

account more neighboring particles [3].

- Collision operator

BGK approximation (Single Relaxation Time) was

replaced  by  a  Multiple  Relaxation  Time  model,

increasing  stability  for  simulation  with  high

viscosity.

- Externals forces

We  add  gravity  as  external  forces,  allowing  to

simulate tilting simulation and droplets initially in

suspension above solid.

4. Results

Figure 1: Tune-able potential term impact on Fluid-

Fluid interface thickness (density ratio 1:1)

In simulation results, Fluid-Fluid interface must be

defined  in  a  few  lattice  units,  describing  non-

miscible fluids.

Figure 2: Macroscopic angle θ* on 2 perfect pillars

depending of Young angle θ (density ratio 1:1)

We  discuss  our  simulations  of  increased  density

ratios  through  the  simulation  stability  and  the

impact on macroscopic angle θ*. 

Further study will be made comparing the results

of  our simulations  and  our  experimental  data  on

textured surfaces.
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